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EPIC/19-cv-02906 (DoD19-L-0810)/0001-0004 4 pdf memo
Department of Defense Support for the 

National Security Commission on 
Artificial Intelligence

2/4/2019 Unclass DoD (b)(6)

(b)(6): Personal Privacy - the names, phone number and 
email addresses are withheld to protect the government 
employees' privacy interests and is not outweighed by the 
requester's interest in disclosure

EPIC/19-cv-02906 (DoD19-L-0810)/0006-0008 3 email 19-xx LTR Transfer to AI Commission 12/11/2018 Unclass DoD (b)(5); (b)(6)

(b)(5): Deliberative Process -  part of this intra-agency 
record contains predecisional and deliberative information 
and is withheld from release. The draft information 
contains some factual material and non-final information 
that was used as part of the ongoing decision-making 
process about the appropriation transfer and its 
implementation from DoD to NSCAI 

(b)(6): Personal Privacy - the names, phone number and 
email addresses are withheld to protect the government 
employees' privacy interests and is not outweighed by the 
requester's interest in disclosure

EPIC/19-cv-02906 (DoD19-L-0810)/0009-0013 5 email FW: Commission on AI 11/27/2018 Unclass DoD (b)(5); (b)(6)

(b)(5): Deliberative Process -  part of this intra-agency 
record contains predecisional and deliberative information 
and is withheld from release. Part of the back and forth 
communication in this email exchange contains open 
discussion about the potential DoD funding sources for the 
NSCAI

(b)(6): Personal Privacy - the names, phone number and 
email addresses are withheld to protect the government 
employees' privacy interests and is not outweighed by the 
requester's interest in disclosure

EPIC/19-cv-02906 (DoD19-L-0810)/0014 1 email

FW: NDAA SEC. 1051. National Security 
Commission on Artificial Intelligence -

$10M
11/8/2018 Unclass DoD (b)(6)

(b)(6): Personal Privacy - the names, phone numbers and 
email addresses are withheld to protect the government 
employees' privacy interests and is not outweighed by the 
requester's interest in disclosure
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EPIC/19-cv-02906 (DoD19-L-0810)/0015-0016 2 email Re: AI Commission - OMB Apportionment 1/22/2019 Unclass DoD (b)(5); (b)(6)

(b)(5): Deliberative Process -  part of this intra-agency 
record contains predecisional and deliberative information 
and is withheld from release. Part of the back and forth 
email communication contains an open exchange about 
DoD's potential course of action to distribute funds to 
NSCAI

(b)(6): Personal Privacy - the names, phone number and 
email addresses are withheld to protect the government 
employees' privacy interests and is not outweighed by the 
requester's interest in disclosure

EPIC/19-cv-02906 (DoD19-L-0810)/0017-0018 2 email RE: AI Commission 12/17/2018 Unclass DoD (b)(6)

(b)(6): Personal Privacy - the names and email addresses 
are withheld to protect the government employees' 
privacy interests and is not outweighed by the requester's 
interest in disclosure

EPIC/19-cv-02906 (DoD19-L-0810)/0019-0020 2 email
Sec 1051 - Independent Commission on 
Artificial Intelligence S; $10M by Noon, 

Nov 18th
11/27/2018 Unclass DoD (b)(5); (b)(6)

(b)(5): Deliberative Process -  part of this intra-agency 
record contains predecisional and deliberative information 
and is withheld from release. Part of the back and forth 
email communication contains some factual material and 
open discussion about which DoD component could 
possibly support funding NSCAI

(b)(6): Personal Privacy - the names, phone number and 
email addresses are withheld to protect the government 
employees' privacy interests and is not outweighed by the 
requester's interest in disclosure

EPIC/19-cv-02906 (DoD19-L-0810)/0021 1 email Establish Account for the Artificial 
Intelligence Commission

1/11/2019 Unclass DoD (b)(6)

(b)(6): Personal Privacy - the name, phone number, email 
address and Common Access Card (CAC) Identification 
number are withheld to protect the government 
employees' privacy interests and is not outweighed by the 
requester's interest in disclosure
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EPIC/19-cv-02906 (DoD19-L-0810)/0022-0029 8 pdf memo
action memo- Department of Defense 

Support for the National Security 
Commission on Artificial Intelligence

Undated Unclass DoD (b)(5); (b)(6)

(b)(5): Deliberative Process -  part of this intra-agency 
record contains predecisional, deliberative, attorney-client 
and attorney work product information and is withheld 
from release. The attachments to the action memo contain 
unfinished drafts with hand written notes, as well as 
attorney client and attorney-work product information 
about DoD's support of NSCAI

(b)(6): Personal Privacy - the name, signature, and phone 
number and are withheld to protect the government 
employees' privacy interests and is not outweighed by the 
requester's interest in disclosure
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